
 

 

External Committee 8th February 2021 
Xmas lights on The Fairings – TDCC offer to take back responsibility 

 
The current situation regarding the Xmas lights is that all the small Xmas trees above the shops are 
installed and lit under the responsibility of the Chamber of Commerce TDCC. All other lights fall 
within the responsibility of TTC. 
 
Some 7 years or so ago, TDCC had full responsibility for all the lights in the town. The larger trees 
then passed back to TTC and The Fairings Lights came back under TTC control a couple of years ago. 
 
TDCC has now offered to take responsibility for the trees within East Cross Gardens (not including 
the very large trees around the edge of the garden. 
 
This would include the two rows of smaller trees adjoining the path (12 trees in all) and perhaps 4 
larger trees within the garden itself. Should TDCC retake responsibility for these, a payment to them 
would need to be agreed. 
 
TTC responsibility currently covers the High Street trees (27 in all) as well as these trees. 
 
It would be difficult to assess a charge specifically relating to the East Cross trees in order to be fair 
to both parties. Charges vary year to year as the lights stay in place for two Christmas displays and 
occasionally there is a substantial cost to replace failed lights. If we average the costs of the last two 
years for tree surgery and electrical contractors, the annual overall cost is around £11,000 plus an 
average of £2,000 p.a. in light replacement. An Annual cost of around £13,000. The High Street trees 
require considerably more work from tree surgeons of course and need many more light strings. I 
would therefore assess the East Cross trees as between 5-10% of the whole cost (up to £1300 p.a.) 
 
Transfer of responsibility would mean: 

 Division of responsibility between electrical contractors and tree surgeons 

 Potential colour variations in lights. 

 Administration is likely to increase. 

 TTC outlay would remain roughly the same 
 

Proposal: To consider whether transfer of responsibility back to TDCC would be 
worthwhile. 

 
 
 
 
Phil Burgess 
Town Clerk 
 
Impact on Crime and Disorder : None 
Impact on Bio-diversity  : None 
Budgetary Impact  : Minor  
 
 


